
Minutes meeting 69 LOCNOC (Landelijke en NOVA Onderwijs Commissie) September 23, 2010

Date: Thursday February 11, 2010, 14h00
Location: Utrecht, BBL 2.31
Present: Lex Kaper (chair), Frank Israel, Frank Verbunt, Patrick Bos,
Thijs Coenen (minutes), Jörg Horandel, Reynier Peletier,
Lars Einarsen, Sarka Jiraskova, Ernst Kuiper (secretary, arrived later)
Absent: Michiel Brentjens, Peter Barthel

1 Opening / committee membership

The meeting is held in English, the agenda adopted. Thijs Coenen, AIO from the UvA replacing Nathalie
Degenaar, will prepare the minutes as secretary Lars is delayed. The chairman thanks Nathalie for her
contributions as secretary of the LOCNOC. Patrick Bos announces that this will be his last meeting as he
will be graduating before the next meeting. There was some discussion on the mix of master versus PhD
students; it has been agreed upon that the next time a PhD student leaves the commission he/she will be
replaced by a master student.

2 Minutes of meeting 68

page 1: was ok, Thijs replaces Nathalie in the commission, Lars becomes secretary to the commission
page 2: was ok page 3: There was some discussion regarding the ’hardness’ of the teaching at the autumn
school, no action was taken. Lex is going to distribute the protocol of the LOCNOC (which will also be
placed on the webpages). Regarding the IAC the LOCNOC is in contact with the teachers, there are some
computer problems especially with the use of IDL, whose licenses is too expensive, GDL was proposed as
a solution but it might not be totally compatible with IDL. General feeling is that the IAC is going quite well
this year. The scheduling of the course was a problem as different universities have different schedules
which might explain the fact that few students (15 IIRC) showed up for the first class. Another problem is
the fact that the course is worth more or less EC depending on which university the student is from. Utrecht
solves this problem for its students by adding a little extra course work to the IAC. page 4: was ok. Frank
did not act on his action item yet. Lex and Patrick did work on the webpages, they still need to be deployed
to a webserver. page 5: was ok

3 NOVA autumn school 2009

Reynier talked about the autumn school and the feedback given by the students. The autumn school of
2009 was really well attended, up front it was known to be the case. In the end 42 students attended
the school. Next year againroughly 40 students are expected to attend, thereafter there will be fewer. Of
the feedback there was some complaining about the long winded talk about the way astronomy in the
Netherlands is organized. This talk should be changed into a lunch or dinner talk, be shortened or taken
of the schedule all together. The information in the talk is of some use but students should be available as
a booklet or on some webpage as well. Reynier should make the booklet. The Hotel had a problematic
WIFI connection, that should really be fixed before we agree to use that hotel again next year. There
also were complaints about sharing beds! The presentation course was appreciated by most students
although not everybody got saw every talk (as the large group was split into 2 sessions) and feedback on
the presentations was lacking — although science questions were asked. There was a problem with an
colloquium the ASTRON scheduled during the autumn school week, next year ASTRON should not do
that as it interfered with the NOVA school. There was some talk about there not being a good balance
between listening and doing work, next year some of the excursions might be replaced with pratical LOFAR
work. Michiel had said that he wanted more tutorials as well. It was remarked that grading the students
work would be very time consuming and it was agreed that would not be necessary and the teaching style
should be left to the teachers of the courses. During the school in Ignus’ lecture track students had to
(or could?) present a paper, which was well appreciated and a nice way of getting the students to work.
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Regarding the lecture track of Vincent Icke, it was very good but a bit too ambitious for the short time
available (gravitational lensing is a hard subject and a student who attended the lectures said that the
information did not really stick, especially since there were no tutorials). The presentation course should
be kept, NOVA should pay for it. Icke’s talk about presentation skills was very good as well.
Regarding the softening / hardening of the NOVA autumn school teaching:
Frank Verbunt remarked that 1 week is too short to get real teaching done especially since there are also
other things on the schedule. Frank Israel wants real teaching to happen and the courses to be harder
since NOVA is supposed to teach their PhD students and the autumn school is really the only opportunity
to do so. In the beginnig apparently the NOVA school consisted of 5 days of ’hard’ teaching, nowadays
it’s 3 days. There was some talk of saving time in the schedule by for instance getting rid of the tour
of the ASTRON facilities - it was agreed that that would be hard given that the NOVA school is held on
the ASTRON premises. Next years tours should have a clearer goal and Reinier said he would get more
involved in their organisation. Teaching at night was also mentioned, but Thijs said it would be too much to
listen to a whole day of talks and then have to pay attention at night as well.

4 IAC

The University of Amsterdam is going to switch to block scheduling and some other universities already
use that system - this should be taken into account for scheduling the next IAC. After some discussion
it was agreed that the best time would be the fourth block (university schedule wise according to Frank
Israel and travel/daylight wise according to Lex). Frank Verbunt should let all the institutes know when the
course is held exactly in Utrecht (action item). To keep the workload for the IAC teachers manageable
it was agreed that a IAC course could be a course that was normally taught at a university anyway — if
appropriate for the IAC. Possible subjects that were named for the next IAC were binaries, astroseismology
and galaxy formation. Frank Verbunt said that the LOCNOC should try to get good teachers (like those who
received large grants). It was remarked that these teachers don’t mind teaching but they don’t like dealing
with bureaucracy. In Leiden Joop Schaye said he would like to teach the IAC. Frank Verbunt is going after
teachers for the IAC.

5 LOCNOC webpages

They are not online yet, but they have been constructed. They will go online once it is clear how PHP
needs to be set up on the webserver. Lex was wondering whether a special domain name should be
bought to make the LOCNOC more visible. Consensus was that a domain was not necessary as long as
the LOCNOC pages could be found through Google (which means adding links to the LOCNOC pages
from the individual institutes webpages, preferrably with roughly the same description). Patrick had no real
questions.

6 ’Sectorplan sterrenkunde’

Lex put this on the agenda to gauge the opinions of others in the LOCNOC. Right now there is no Sectorplan
sterrenkunde, but dutch astronomy has been asked to produce one. The part of this plan about teaching is
important (it is about everything from highschool up to PhD). Lex thinks that the dutch astronomy community
should come up with a vision, lest other will. Apparently some Rosalie is trying to find out about the number
of students in the university programs and how succesful they are. The LOCNOC agrees that number
should be collected centrally and then send in aggregate through NOVA. LOCNOC members are afraid
that NWO will try to take over NOVA’s role by steering the funding. Another undesirable outcome of the
sectorplan might be that universities are forced to cooperated when they can’t or don’t want to do so.
Frank said that people involved with the current evaluations of the asronomy programs should also involve
themselves in the sectorplan process.
Thijs Coenen
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Interacademiale colleges sterrenkunde sinds 1990
——————————————————————-
1990: Röntgen- en gamma-astronomie
1991: Toepassingen van relativiteit in de sterrenkunde
1992: Computational astrophysics
1993: Interstellaire materie
1994: Melkwegstelsels
1995: Waarneem- en reductietechnieken in de sterrenkunde
1996: Accretieschijven
1997: Het vroege heelal
1998: Evolutie van planeten en planetenstelsels
1999: Gravitational lensing
2000: Stappen naar de sterren
2001: Relativistische astrofysica
2002: Stervorming
2003: Het vroege heelal
2004: Geschiedenis van de sterrenkunde
2005: Computational astrophysics
2006: Interferometry
2007: Astrobiology/exoplanets
2008: Astroparticle physics
2009: The physics of GRB afterglows and the nature of their host galaxies
2010: Astronomical databases and the virtual observatory
2011: History of Astronomy
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LOCNOC members: Relevant Contacts:

Prof. dr. Peter Barthel (O.D.) Reynier Peletier (coördinator herfstschool)
Kapteyn Instituut RuG Kapteyn Instituut RuG
pdb@astro.rug.nl peletier@astro.rug.nl

Patrick Bos (LOCNOC website, student)
Kapteyn Instituut RuG
pbos@astro.rug.nl

Dr. Jörg Hörandel Prof. dr. Paul Groot (O.D.)
Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU
j.horandel@astro.ru.nl pgroot@astro.ru.nl

Sarka Jiraskova (promovendus)
Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU
sarka@astro.ru.nl

Prof. dr. Frank Israel (O.D.)
Sterrenwacht Leiden
israel@strw.leidenuniv.nl

Ernst Kuiper (promovendus)
Sterrenwacht Leiden
kuiper@strw.leidenuniv.nl

Prof. dr. Lex Kaper (voorzitter, O.D.)
Instituut Anton Pannekoek UvA & VU
l.kaper@uva.nl

Thijs Coenen
Instituut Anton Pannekoek UvA
T.Coenen@uva.nl

Prof. dr. Frank Verbunt (coördinator IAC, O.D.)
Sterrenkundig Instituut UU
f.w.m.verbunt@uu.nl

Lars Einarsen (student, secretary)
Sterrenkundig Instituut UU
lars@einarsen.nl

Dr. Michiel Brentjens
ASTRON
brentjens@astron.nl
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